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Location of Features

(Mousetrap shown in retracted position)

Docking Station (available from PMT)
Mousetrap

Slide tension adjustment (located
on both sides of Mousetrap)

Slide release trigger (behind
front pull handle)

-By adjusting the slide tension,
users can set the friction or
resistance the Mousetrap has
against linear travel. Default from
the factory is set relatively loose as
a safe guard to allow autoretraction in the event of collision.
Use a 5/32” allen key and turn
clockwise to increase slide tension.

-Used to position the laptop
closer to user for better
ergonomics and reduced strain.

Console (available from PMT)

Location of Features cont.
(Mousetrap shown in extended position)
Swing travel adjustment

Swing tension adjustment

-Swing tension adjustment sets
the resistance to swing the
Mousetrap left and right. Using
a clutch type UHMW spacer
between the Mousetrap and
mounting location, users can
either tighten to increase
resistance, or loosen to reduce
resistance of swing. Use a 7/32”
allen key, and 9/16” hex wrench
on nut under mounting surface
to adjust.

-Swing travel adjustment is a way
for users to limit at time of install,
the amount of swing they wish to
allow the Mousetrap to have. It
can also be used to bias swing
travel to favor either driver or
passenger travel, or can be used to
lockout swing completely. Simply
adjust positioning of the stop bolt,
or add additional stop bolts within
the arc to satisfy your needs.

Normal Use Adjustments
To extend the Mousetrap, simply squeeze the slide trigger
release against the front pull handle and pull the unit
towards you. At this point you can swing the unit either
towards the driver or towards the passenger side of the
vehicle.
Note that no action or trigger is required to retract the unit.
Simply push the unit forwards and it will retract into itself,
reducing the chances of operator injury in the event of
emergency.

Squeeze release trigger

Swivel adjustment
To swivel the laptop, simply turn the laptop
independently of the Mousetrap. It will swivel
on a clutch type UHMW spacer that sits atop
the Mousetrap. Depending on your setup,
there likely will be a fixed wedge tilt that
positions the laptop at a comfortable angle
for typing.

Extend Mousetrap
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Squeeze trigger, pull forward

Push to Retract

Swing left/right, swivel left/right
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